Duncan Mall Infill Project

Site at present

Introduction

Site Specifics

The following design intervention concerns the 40 acre parcel of land
at 272 Trans-Canada Highway, Duncan, BC. It is part of Cowichan
Indian Reserve-Number 1 and is managed by Cowichan Tribes. The
parcel is located next to the downtown core of Duncan to the north-

•
•
•
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west and is abutted by the Trans-Canada Highway to the east. At
present the site is dedicated largely to parking, and box style retail.
Residential is currently undeveloped on site, although the Cowichan
Community Plan calls for action to address a shortage of housing in
the community. This project seeks to re-imagine the Duncan Mall as
a live-work-play community by increasing housing options, maintaining and building on successful commercial businesses, improving the street network and transportation, and by creating a celebratory public market and light industrial space.

•
Buildings: (19) 41,711m2
•
Crosswalks: 3282 m2
•
Road widths: 8 m for lanes, 18 m for throughways
•
Sidewalk widths: 2 m on perimeter and in parking lots, 3.5 m
along storefronts
•
Over 36 commercial services including: large grocery, home
apparel, restaurants, gas, pharmacy, bank, outdoor and sports apparel,

on-site signs

key commercial anchor and employer

Total Area: 16 Hectares (40 Acres, 146,157 m2)
Roads: 71,340 m2
Parking: 28, 683 m2
Public Space: 1,139 m2

coffee shops, greyhound, and pet supplies

Site Build Out
Existing

N

At present there are 19 existing buildings of between
10 and 17 feet in height, covering a footprint of 41,
711 m2. The proposed site proposes 42 additional
buildings, largely residential townhouse with 200m2
footprints, and 800-1000m2, four story 57 unit
apartments, with some additional commercial, and
the division of the two largest footprint buildings
into 4 slightly smaller buildings to allow for greater
connectivity on site. The proposed building are
aligned horizontally from east to west, to allow them

Proposed

N

to face south for most desirable sunlight acquisition.

Proposed large commercial building division

Land Use
Context

Existing

Proposed

The land surrounding the site is primarily commercial and mid-high density residential,
additionally the land to the west has a large number of 4-6 story apartment buildings and seniors
complexes. The City of Duncan’s zoning bylaw includes a downtown zone which allows for a mix
of residential and commercial. The land directly adjacent to the parcel to the west and south have
some residential, and to the east of the parcel is largely zoned for high density residential.

The site as it presently exists today demonstrates a strong focus on commericial, with no
other uses at present. Most of the commercial space is occupied with 3-4 units currently
up for lease. The project manager did not find a zoning bylaw for the site, however the
comprehensive community plan highlights its importance as a commercial centre and
employer.

This project proposes a more diverse mix of land uses while retaining key employers and tenants
including Superstore, London Drugs, Save-on-Foods, and Winners. Proposed uses include high
density residential in the form of 4-6 story apartments, multi-story townhouses and rowhouses,
zoned mixed commercial and residential space, industrial space, including live-work studio spaces
in existing buildings, and community service zoning for the build out of a community owned,
public market cooperative, and park space.

Context

Existing

Proposed

The map above highlights the relatively low density of the site in comparison to the surrouding
areas. There are substantial residential densities in proximity to the site, and additionally
concentrated commercial density in the City of Duncan’s downtown core.

At present there are 58 commercial units. The majority of these units are concentrated in the
middle of the site, with some density present in the northeast corner of the site.

Density

The density is residential density is clustered on the south and western portions of the site, both for
proximity to downtown services, but additionally because of view corridors and noise considerations
of the highway.
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Duncan Mall Infill Project
Street Network
Duncan Street Typologies

Pictured above are three typical street network typologies found in Duncan. The Duncan Mall is
circled in red, and demonstrates a general inconsistency with the other examles. Specfically it lacks
connectivity in road networks, and scale of parcel size.

Existing

Proposed

Pictured above is the street network of the parcel. Because it abutts the highway to the east,
the many accessways spilling onto and off of the highway feed into one main street runing
north to south This network does little to promote efficiency in travel, and additionally does
little to protect pedestrians and cyclists, as roads tend to be from 8-20 meters in width.

The proposed network increases the connectivity of the parcel fron east to west, and from north
to south by providing more direct networks across the parcel. The length of the proposed blocks is
approximately 85-120 meters which is comparable to that of Amsterdam, and Barcelona. Shorter
blocks allow for greater access and less congestion.

Existing Streets

Present entrance to Duncan Mall, facing northwest. Poorly marked cross- Poor pedestrian and vehicle crossing. No designated crosswalks, and no
walk and sidewalk on opposite site of the sidewalk are trademarks of the roundabout or four way stops to address traffic.
present site

20m wide crossing, with four unmarked accessways that cars spill onto
the street from. A dangerous pedestrian experience, and road width
could accomodate four lanes, or two lanes of parallel parking.

North site exit, with 20 m road width

Environmental Analysis
Wind, Water, Sun

The site is currently paved over with little

View Corridors and Noise

OISE
NOISE NOISE N

vegetation to speak of; the site is in proximity
to some forested areas, as well as the Cowichan
River, and has three substantial view corridors of
the mountains surrounding the Cowichan Valley
including Mt. Tzhouhalem and Mt. Prevost.
At present, these view corridors are not being
promoted on site. The prevailing winds move
from east to west across the street, and the sun
path provides the rationale for the positioning
of the residential buildings. The site is mostly
flat, with a slight -1.3% grade towards to the

NOISE

Cowichan River, indicated that storm water
management and runoff should be addressed
with great care to protect the river system.

View Corridors

Cowichan River Corridor, facing south

Mt. Tzouhalem, facing east

Mt. Prevost, facing northwest

Forest, and surrounding hills, facing southwest
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The Duncan Public Market
Welcome to the Duncan Public Market. Building off the energy of the nearby Duncan Garage coffee shop, and Saturday
Farmer’s Market, the specific design intervention is focused on the center of the site, where most of the commercial
density is concentrated, albeit in largely box store design. At present there is 13 000 m2 of commercial space with no
connectivity east to west, or north south. Historically, one could walk through the mall from one side to the other, but
that has since disappeared. The intent therefore is to re-open this part of the site through the design of a public market
and covered 20-meter pedestrian, scooter, and bike way. This will increase multi modal connectivity north to south, and
activate view corridors to of Mt. Prevost from the south of the site.
The purpose of the design is to create a celebratory space
which gives local artisans and merchants an opportunity
to sell their products in a market type atmosphere but with
a permanent space. The design suggests a multi-weather
ceiling at 17 ft with a 20-meter wide pedestrian walkway for
50 meters, abutted with small vendors and storefronts along
the street. The second aspect of the design intervention is to
address the street scape running east to west along the main
mall site through the addition of additional bus stop, wider
sidewalks, and dedicated bike and scooter lanes.

Proposed build out with design intervention site area highlighted.

Proposed public market with covered walkway

Existing site conditions for the design intervention

Precedent Public Market and Public Realm Images

At present the specific site location is characterized by large box store retail including Staples, Sportschek, Winners, Jysk, Pet Smart and Fabric
World. Additionally, there is approximately 10 000 m2 of parking and road space abutting the proposed site intervention, which will largely
become residential sites and public space. The proposed multi-modal way will see the elimination of the JYSK, and the public market will
occupy space on either side, with prosed light industrial workshop and studio space to the rear.

Pictured above are four precedent images which speak to the inspiration for the public market. Included are images from the Granville Island
Public Market, Pike Place Market. These markets were selected based on climate and historical site functions. These markets operate year
round, having both covered and exposed opportunities. Both are rooted in a history of large sized buildings, which is typical of the Duncan
Mall. Commitment to human scale building transitions will decrease the visual impact of the present mall. Additionall the public market will
develop an active streetscape.

Connectivity
Context
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Proposed

Existing
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proposed bus stop
x proposed crossing

The parcel is located in proximity to Downtown Duncan to the northwest, residential to the west,
and a strong mix of commercial and higher density residential to the north of the site. Of not is
the Trans-Canada Highway which bounds the site to the east, and the rail corridor which serves as
an ad-hoc trail to the west of the site. Given its exceptional location, the site is at presently poorly
connected for both alternative transit users, and for individual vehicle use.

Multi-Modal Public Realm

Highlighted above is a connectivity analysis of the parcel. Of note are the the many desire
lines, providing evidence that the site is well accessed through foot traffic. The red dots mark
poor pedestrian crossings which includes unmarked crossings, informal crossings, and vast
distance crossings.
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Highlighted above is the proposed transporation and pedestrian network. Of note are the bike
lanes and pedestrian lanes that connect the site both within the site, but to the broader street
network. This site is highly accessed by pedestrian and cycle traffic, as indicated by the 2014
Cowichan Tribes Transportation and Mobility Plan. The number of proposed bus stops are
also increased from two to six. Lastly, the Trans-Canada Highway has had a negative impact on
connectivity and safety for the Cowichan Valley. This plan therefore proposes a 2.5km bypass
tunnel from Allenby Road to Beverly Street, with one access at Trunk Road.

The “Dunnel”
North Dunnel
Beverly StreetAccess

N

Mid Dunnel
Trunk Road Access

South Dunnel
Boys Road Access

Proposed street cross section for alternative transporation realm, and example celebratory crosswalk.

The design proposes a transporation intervention allowing for a 2.5 km Duncan Bypass Tunnel, the “Dunnel.” Proposed entry/exit at Boys
Road as way to increase safety for the individuals who walk, cycle, or scoot to town from this area. One access to from the tunnel is proposed
at Trunk Road, with the exit at Beverly Street.
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